MEETING RECORDINGS:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bs0hioy5qh6qzr1/AAA2lzSwCFE_pfYMLpP3bRu_a?dl=0

- Status:
  - Requirements submitted for IESG pub
  - Hackathon planning is underway
  - IM and ROLIE SW Draft Updates
  - Slack Quiet
  - Some life on list
- Benoît YANG Discussion
  - SACM has expressed interest in using YANG
  - YANG is a data modelling language, there are 200+ modules in the IETF, 2000+ overall
  - YANG leaves could represent the exposed data on the endpoint
  - Benoît shares a picture overview of YANG
  - There is a YANG validator ay yangvalidator.com
  - Yang DB search provides a way of finding relevant YANG modules (yangcatalog.org)
  - Yang Explorer provides functionality
  - SACM has expertise that can produce a software YANG module, should it be done in SACM or in NETMOD?
    - SACM is fine
- SWIMA Update
  - Draft update on March 13, offlist comments sent to list on June 1
  - No objections on proposed SWIMA updates, updates will be made before July 3
- Terminology
  - Small non-controversial incremental update before hackathon, bigger updates after
- Hackathon Planning
  - Goal is to accomplish as much as possible before the hackathon, so we can focus on resolving remaining interop issues once we’re in the same room
  - Invites will be coming out soon for a weekly meeting.
  - Good progress all around
- Way Forward
  - Continue (and prioritize) hackathon prep
  - Update terminology draft
  - Update SWIMA draft
  - Work toward WGLC for COSWID and SWIMA
  - Work toward Adoption calls for ROLIE SWD extension, Endpoint Compliance Profile
  - WG Review of Anomaly Detection draft